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Biggest Armonk Executive Shake-up in Seven Years: 

Gerstner Shuffles IBM Deck 
Hancock, LaBant Quit;  

Lautenbach, Thompson Get Bigger Jobs;  
Donofrio, Sanford, Wladawsky-Berger Promoted 

 
PHOENIX - On Monday, January 9, Lou 

Gerstner, the IBM chairman, announced 
the biggest executive shake-up at Armonk 
since January 1988, 
when John Akers 
created six new "lines 
of business," and 
appointed Terry 
Lautenbach to lead 
them (see ANNEX 
BULLETIN 88-07, 
1/29/88).  It was 
Akers's first and only 
meaningful 
reorganization during 
his eight-year stint at 
the IBM helm.  The rest were only 
variations on the same theme. 

The 1995 IBM Gerstner executive 
shuffle will also have a Lautenbach in the 
limelight - Ned - Terry's younger brother 

(see his "Profile" at 
the end of this 
report).  After four 
years of managing 
IBM's overseas 
operations, first in 
Asia/Pacific, and then 
all international 
except North 
America, the younger 
Lautenbach will 
become the head of 
all IBM marketing 

and services units.  This move completes 
IBM's transition toward a global, industry 

 

 

Gerstner

Lou Gerstner

 

Making his mark at IBM... 
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oriented company, which was announced 
last May (see ANNEX BULLETIN 94-23, 
5/05/94, "IBM Poised to Reinvent Self"), a 
move which finally earned the IBM 
chairman an "A" from us.  "If the company 
plays its cards right, IBM will have changed 
its core competency from being a 
manufacturer to becoming a global services 
provider," we noted in the above report.  
We also said that "some regional marketing 
'czars' are likely to fight the move which 
will strip them of a lot of their current 
power."  Hans Olaf Henkel, the former head 
of IBM Europe, was one of them.  He tried 
to buck the trend toward a pan-European 
IBM and lost.  He quit in September 1994 
(see ANNEX BULLETIN 94-40, 9/08/94).   

LaBant Not Squeezed Out 
Bob LaBant, the latter head of IBM 

North America, has also just quit.  Despite 
some apparent similarities between 
Henkel's and LaBant's resignations, there 
are also many differences.  First, LaBant 
voluntarily decided to step down.  Unlike 
Henkel, LaBant was actively supporting the 
IBM move toward the industry units.  In 
fact, Dennie Welsh, the top IBM executive 
in charge of the global industry operations, 
still formally works for LaBant, even 
though he also has a "dotted line" 
relationship to Ned Lautenbach. 

Second, LaBant was reportedly offered a 
chance to stay in his present job.  But it 
would have meant that he would report to 
Lautenbach, his peer until now.  So LaBant 
turned it down.  Not because the latter two 
execs did not get along.  They did, as 
exemplified by the IBM 1994 industry-
move which Lautenbach also strongly 

supported (he formerly headed up the 
company's industry marketing function).   

Nor were there any business reasons for 
LaBant to quit abruptly.  By the time the 
IBM "bean counters" finish their job with 
respect to 1994, we expect that IBM North 
America will have exceeded all its revenue, 
profits and SG&A expense targets.   

So why did LaBant decide to leave?  
After 28 years at IBM, he must have 
figured it was time for him to move on; that 
there were greener pastures for himself on 
the other side of the "Big Blue" fence (see 
also his "Profile").  If so, that decision was 
one of the greatest moments in his career.  
For, it would have been so easy to coast for 
a few more years; for a few more IBM 
reorganizations.  But LaBant chose the high 
road out of IBM.  And the parting of the 
ways was mutually amicable.  In a 
telephone conversation on January 9, 
Lautenbach confirmed this himself.  He also 
said that someone else will eventually be 
selected to fill LaBant's job. 

Hancock Leaving in a Huff? 
Ellen Hancock, on the other hand, the 

most senior IBM female executive, who 
was hailed by some as "the most powerful 
woman in America" at the time she was 
named the head of IBM networking 
business by Akers in January 1988, seems 
to have hit the deck hard.  She was 
reportedly told over the phone on Friday a 
week ago (12/30/94) by the vacationing 
IBM chairman, Gerstner, that she was not 
going to get the job of revamping the IBM 
software business image.  But Gerstner did 
offer her a lesser job, although no one 
seems to know exactly what.  Hancock took 
three days off the following week (two of 
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the three days was scheduled time off).  She 
is said to have used the time to consult with 
several other former IBM executives, some 
of whom had left the company on a sour 
note.   

On Thursday, January 5, Hancock 
reportedly showed up for a meeting with 
Gerstner in the company of her lawyer.  
After that, she apparently called at least 
three outside "confidants" to advise them of 
her decision to leave IBM.  On Friday, 
January 6, the WALL STREET JOURNAL 
ran a story to that effect.  But the story 
appeared only in the Eastern edition, 
implying it broke late in the day. 

Once having been rumored as a possible 
candidate for a Novell top job, which 
eventually went to a former HP executive, 
Hancock's huffy exit from IBM looks to us 
like burning of bridges in retreat.   

Ironically, it all happened on the day 
certain people called the First Lady (Hillary 
Clinton) a "bitch" (Newt Gingrich's mother, 
quoting her son).  And on the day, Erika 
Williams, the head of Amdahl's Storage 
Division, also announced her resignation.  
Thursday, January 5, was evidently a "black 
day" for women in corporate America.   

Thompson: A Tough Challenge 
But someone's loss is usually someone's 

gain.  John M. Thompson, the senior IBM 
vice president, who was managing the 
blending of the company's mainframe, 
AS/400, UNIX and PC platforms, is 
expected to get the ultimate marketing 
challenge - that of deposing Bill Gates as 
the "King" of IT.  No, we don't expect 
IBM's press releases will describe 
Thompson's new assignment quite that way.   

The move signals a huge vote of 
confidence by IBM's chairman, Lou 
Gerstner, in this former head of IBM 
Canada Ltd., and the former general 
manager of IBM's AS/400 line of business.  
But it also represents a daunting task...  

The IBM software business, with about 
$11 billion revenue in 1993, makes the "Big 
Blue" clearly the world's biggest software 
company by a country mile (e.g., 
Microsoft's revenues were less than $4 
billion in 1993, for example).  Yet, IBM has 
never received the recognition it deserves.  
In part, that's because the software 
executives, like Hancock, spent too much 
time in the cellar, building up the plumbing, 
rather than on the users' desktops, where 
the marketing credits are gleaned.   

We see Thompson's new job as a mixture 
of marketing and investment-banking 
challenges.  He must obviously make sure 
that the IBM sizzle is at least as good as its 
steak.  And he must do that by investing a 
part of IBM's formidable $11 billion cash 
hoard into the leading application software 
providers in the IT industry, not just by 
inventing every wheel in-house, at the IBM 
labs.  That won't be easy.  But if anyone at 
IBM can do it, Thompson can. 

Other Domino-type Promotions 
Out of the above major pieces being 

shifted by Armonk, there will also be some 
follow-on domino-type moves.  One of 
them is a well-deserved promotion of Nick 
Donofrio, the head of IBM's recuperating 
mainframe business, to the job which his 
boss, Thompson, used to have.  Donofrio 
will be followed in his former position by 
by Linda Sanford, who headed up the 
marketing of IBM's mainframe software, 
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and by Irving Wladawsky-Berger, the head 
of IBM's supercomputer business.   

Send Gerstner to Florida 
Beaches More Often? 

It's been said that Lou Gerstner got the 
ideas about how to restructure the "new 
IBM" by walking on a beach in Florida 
during his winter vacation.  If true, maybe 
the IBM Board should send its chairman to 
Florida more often?  For, what he came up 

with makes good sense for the IBM 
shareholders.  Having already seen the IBM 
stock appreciate 30% in 1994 (see the 
tables and charts), they now have even 
more reasons to expect bluer skies in 1995. 

 

Happy bargain 
hunting! 

Some Executive Profiles 
 

LaBant

Bob LaBant

 
Bob LaBant joined IBM in Cleveland, 

Ohio, in 1967.  He spent most of his early 
years at IBM in various marketing functions 
serving the banking industry.  He succeeded 
George Conrades as the head of IBM North 
America in November 1991.  He earned 
that promotion by turning around the 
slowing AS/400 product line during an 18-
month stint which started in April 1990.   

On his way up the IBM executive ladder, 
LaBant was George Conrades's 
administrative assistant in 1980, and John 
Opel's and John Akers's executive assistant 
during the transition period between the two 

former IBM chairmen (1983-1985).  From 
Armonk, LaBant moved on to head up the 
manufacturing function, a "hatchet in hand," 
and participated in the IBM downsizing 
program during 1985-1986.  From there, he 
went back into IBM Products Group 
division before returning to field sales 
management assignment, including a stint in 
Minneapolis, MN.  In July 1988, he became 
the head of the U.S. field sales 
organization, reporting to George Conrades, 
who succeeded Ed Lucente in that position 
at about the same time.  It was from this job 
that LaBant went to run the AS/400 
business in 1990. 

LaBant is possibly the most relaxed and 
informal executive among the IBM 
veterans.  Here are some examples of his 
easy-going, Midwestern style:  

What to do when a cow runs dry.  
(from CMS BULLETIN 91-23, 4/22/91):  

"'I have portraits of my family here,' 
said Bob LaBant, the top executive of 
IBM's Applications Business Systems (ABS) 
line of business (LOB), pointing to the 
three poster-size photos of the new AS/400 
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models displayed at last week's IBM 
preannouncement meeting for industry 
consultants in New York.  His remark drew 
laughter from the group.  Later the same 
day, however, in a dinner conversation, 
LaBant also explained how some old 'down 
home' Midwestern farming truisms helped 
guide his Rochester, MN, development 
people in their marketing strategies." 

"Inside and outside IBM, some have 
referred to the highly successful AS/400 
line as an IBM 'cash cow.'  And with good 
reason.  In 1990, for example, this line 
grew at over 20%, and 'achieved top 
financial performance in IBM of any LOB,' 
according to this senior executive.  But the 
cautious LaBant, himself from the Midwest 
(Ohio), worried about what would happen 
if the cow ran dry.  That's when a member 
of his Rochester team, a native of 
Wisconsin who comes from a dairy farm 
family, jumped in.  'Well, you know what 
you have to do when a cow runs dry, don't 
you?' he asked LaBant.  'No, I don't,' 
replied LaBant.  'You've got to get her a 
bull!' explained the Minnesotan.  'Once the 
cow has her baby calf,' he continued, 'you 
are back in the dairy business.'  Well, the 
IBM AS/400 'cash cow' has just delivered 
its offspring -- all 11 of them -- each more 
nimble and more powerful than its parent... 
We do not know how IBM managed the 
fertilization process, or how long the 
gestation period lasted.  But we hear that 
the morning following the above 
conversation with LaBant, the IBM 
Rochester staffer found a big wrought iron 
sculpture of a cow (or was it a bull?) on his 
office desk."   

Las Vegas and Rochester: Glitz and 
Substance.  (ANNEX BULLETIN 91-23): 

"Two years and 10 months ago, the six 
original AS/400 models premiered at a 
New York Hilton gala IBM unveiling.  The 
second generation was scheduled for a 
launch in front of over 4,000 Common 
(user group) customers in Las Vegas.  True 
to the reputation of this glitzy Nevada 
desert city, the IBM introduction hoopla 
promises to be -- well, glitzy, what else?  
After his keynote speech, LaBant will be 
joined on the stage by a magician who will 
transform his wife into a live Bengal tiger.  
The beast, in turn, will become the new 
AS/400 -- all to a crescendo of music and 
spectacular lighting effects.  Despite the 
planned splashy Las Vegas launch, there is 
something truly 'earthy' and 'home-spun' 
about this Rochester-developed product 
line.  Maybe that's because of the down-to-
earth nature of the Minnesota farming 
town in which it originated.  Rochester's 
two claims to fame are the IBM lab/plant 
and the Mayo Clinic.  'If you are not 
employed by either, chances are you are a 
dairy farmer,' one of the local people 
explains."   

 

Hancock

Ellen Hancock
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Our first personal encounter with Ellen 
Hancock took place at the May 1988 IBM 
Executive Conference in Palm Springs.  
And it was not a particularly strong "first 
impression" (ANNEX BULLETIN 88-31): 

"The lady whom some of the U.S. media 
called "possibly the most powerful woman 
in corporate America" after her January 
promotion to the head of IBM 
Communication Systems Division, was one 
of the bigger disappointments at Palm 
Springs.  Hearing her speak for the first 
time, we could not help but sense that the 
sudden fame has gone to her head.  She 
started her speech under the verbal 
heading of "The World of 
Telecommunications According to IBM and 
Ellen Hancock" (note the equality in 
emphasis on her employer as well as 
herself).  She then proceeded to deliver a 
speech in which every other sentence 
started with "I."  "I announced this 
product... I developed this strategy... I did 
this, I did that..."  What happened to the 
other two letters of the acronym (BM) that 
prints her paychecks, and the thousands of 
people who usually contribute to any 
significant IBM product?  

Ironically, according to one disgruntled 
IBM customer, the speech in which 
Hancock took credit for just about 
everything IBM has done in the field of 
telecommunications, was a 100% replica of 
an earlier, more humble version of the 
same talk, delivered by one of her 
underlings -- R.J. Sullivan, director of the 
U.S. telecommunications systems market.  
"It was a total waste of time (her speech) as 
far as I am concerned," this senior user 
executive told us over lunch." 

While acting as if she had caught a tiger 
by the tail, Hancock should consider 
certain disadvantages to being in that 
position: 

 
"A smiling young lady from Niger, 
Once went for a ride on a tiger, 
They returned from the ride,  
With the young lady inside, 
And the smile on the face of the tiger." 

========= 
 
We sent Hancock a copy of the above 

report.  No reaction.  But the following 
year, Hancock's speech at the same IBM 
event held in Phoenix, was much more 
light-hearted.  Her opening slide, for 
example, was a cartoon depicting a 
southwestern theme about coyotes and a 
"rattlesnake roundup."  "Complacency will 
get you snake-bitten," she said.  "You have 
to know which end (of the snake) to hold on 
to."  People laughed.  The ice was broken.  
It was a nice opening. 

Afterward, she asked this writer, 
beaming ear-to-ear, "How did I do this 
time?"  "Much better," we replied.  "Keep it 
up!"  It was not just a polite answer.  It was 
the truth.  Ellen Hancock had read our 
"APAR" (problem) report on her public 
mannerisms.  She went to work and fixed 
the problem.  It was vintage Hancock - a 
nice lady who started with IBM in 1966 as 
a programmer probably fixing "APAR's." 

 
A 158-page FAX (ANNEX BULLETIN 

93-27, 5/03/93): 
"Hancock also joined a number of other 

speakers at IBM's Orlando conference who 
cracked jokes about short pants and mens' 
legs (see CMS BULLETIN 93-26, 5/01/93).  
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But, what made her stay in Orlando the 
most memorable was a 158-page FAX 
which she received from her office in 
London.  "It tied up our FAX machine for 
hours," grumbled one IBM conference staff 
member.   What was so long, yet so 
important that it just could not wait?  It 
was a copy of the WALL STREET 
JOURNAL (WSJ), which Hancock 
reportedly demanded be clipped into letter-
sized pages and FAXed to her!? 

Moral of the story?  WSJ ranks high on 
Hancock's reading list, even if IBM's 
expense reduction efforts do not.  We 
cannot help but wonder, however, what the 
already irate IBM shareholders at the 
Tampa, FL, Annual Meeting might have 
told IBM's new CEO had they known about 
this example of IBM's "cost containment."  
Chances are, however, that their comments 
might not have been fit for print...  

On the other hand, Hancock might 
defend herself by saying that she was only 
trying to contribute to the demand for 
network services.  Anybody buying this 
explanation?"  

 
Overall, Ellen Hancock was certainly the 

most successful female executive in IBM's 
corporate history.  Being an exception to 
every rule in a male-dominated corporate 
world, she has obviously had to fight and 
scrape for every point she scored.  This has 
made her feisty; in fact, probably too feisty 
for her own good.  In order to maintain an 
appearance of toughness, she has forcibly 
masked her other wonderful human 
qualities.  Those who got to know her close 
up and personally, could see that 
underneath all that toughness was a nice 
person busting to get out.  We hope that she 

allows that person to come unshackled in 
her next career - whatever that may be. 
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Lautenbach

Ned Lautenbach

 
Ned Lautenbach joined IBM in 1968 as 

a trainee in the Cincinnati, Ohio, sales 
office.  His first high-profile job was that of 
president of the National Distribution 
Division (in 1986).  After Akers had 
announced his new line of business 
organization in 1988, Lautenbach became 
the head of the Application Solutions LOB.  
Even though his organization numbered 
more than 30,000 people at the time (i.e., it 
would have been more than big enough to 
be a separate LOB), Ned Lautenbach 
reported to George Conrades, so as to avoid 
a possible perception problem (nepotism) 
were he to report directly to his elder 
brother, Terry.  

In 1991, Ned Lautenbach became the 
head of IBM's Asia/Pacific operations, 
based in Tokyo.  He was named to his 
present position - that of managing IBM 
business outside North America - in 
February 1993. 

A soft-spoken and cerebral person, 
Lautenbach seemed uncomfortable in the 
early years as a senior IBM executive at the 
speaker rostrums.  But years of practice and 
personal perseverance have improved his 
public speaking skills.  At the October 1994 

IBM executive conference in Beijing, at 
which he was the host and the ranking IBM 
executive, he even ventured a few Chinese 
words from the podium - to the delight of 
the crowd. 

 

Thompson

John M. Thompson

 
When John M. Thompson became the 

head of the AS/400 line of business in late 
1991, the former IBM Canada chairman 
was virtually unknown in this country.  
Three years later, however, "everybody" 
knows John Thompson.  His quiet, 
unassuming style has earned him respect 
and accolades inside and outside of IBM.  
"I've never heard anything but good things 
about Thompson," said a reporter who had 
just finished a series of interviews about the 
top IBM brass. 

Insiders at IBM also speak highly of 
Thompson.  Some have found him to be 
refreshingly open-minded, in an 
environment which used to be steeped in 
rules and bureaucracy.  Here is a case in 
point from one of our 1994 reports 
(ANNEX BULLETIN 94-44, 10/04/94): 

"A small team of developers in Building 
15 of the IBM Rochester (MN) lab took on 
the IBM bureacracy.  And won!  So, John 
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Thompson, an IBM senior vice president, 
promptly gave them an "Energizer Bunny," 
as a symbol of their courage.  The 
developers then wired the bunny's heart 
into an AS/400.  The twosome now flash in 
unison. 

What did the "Rochester rebels" do?  
Try to kill two birds with one stone.  They 
figured out a way for IBM to make money 
while testing new technology.  Instead of 
kissing up to the bosses, and doing what 
seemed "politically correct," they did what 
they felt was right.  The new AS/400 
Advanced 36, the first IBM system to use 
the 64-bit POWER/PC chips, had to be 
built anyway so as to test the new 
technology, according to Glenn Van 
Benschoten, the manager of AS/400 
hardware development.  "So why not test it 
under the lower demands of S/36 
customers, while offering them an 
attractive way to upgrade for their old 
system?," the Rochester team reasoned.  
Why not indeed?  Except that it seemed 
unorthodox, at least in the AS/400 world1.  
But the Rochester team battled on, refusing 
to take "no" for an answer from some 
"doubting Thomases" on the AS/400 HQ 
staff.  The rest is history..." 

 
Thompson's new assignment, as the head 

of IBM software business, will probably be 
his toughest challenge so far.  To make 
IBM's presence felt at the desktop, he will 
need all of his marketing savvy, as well as 
an investment banker's instincts.  But then, 
if anybody can do it, Thompson can.  
Gerstner must have figured that out, too. 

                                                
1IBM's mainframe developers have often introduced new 
chip technology first in smaller, air-cooled systems, before 
shipping them in volume in the top-of-the line machines. 

 

Donofrio

Nick Donofrio

 
To the outside world, Nick Donofrio 

first became known for his role in the 
RS/6000 development and launch (in 
February 1990 -- see CMS BULLETIN 90-
07, 2/15/90).  In late 1991, he succeeded 
Carl Conti as the head of IBM's Enterprise 
Systems line of business, i.e., the company's 
mainframes.  Asked at the time if Donofrio 
was ready for such a big job, the outgoing 
IBM executive gave him his vote of 
confidence. "You know, Bob," Conti said, 
"we're never ready for these jobs.  Nick is a 
remarkable executive.  I think very, very 
highly of him.  He is as smart as could be.  
And he is as ready as anyone gets." 

Conti was right, even though Donofrio's 
timing couldn't have been worse.  The 
mainframe market was about to take a sharp 
nose-dive.  The free fall continued through 
1992 and 1993.  Eventually, a good-
humored Donofrio likened the shape of the 
curve to a hockey stick.  It was he who 
deserved full credit for the flat part of the 
stick, the one with which one shoots the 
puck and scores goals.  Gerstner and 
Thompson, Donofrio's superiors, evidently 
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noticed it, as exemplified by Donofrio's 
well-earned promotion.   

IBM employees can also take heart from 
his success.  When people do good work in 
Gerstner's IBM, they get promotions.  That 
has not always been the case with the "old 
IBM," where some people used to be 
"kicked upstairs," instead of out, when they 
failed to produce good results. 

But just as important for career 
advancement at IBM is having a "hook" in 
the right place.  This means having a 
"sponsor," a mentor, if you wish, with 
whom one rises through the ranks.  "Picking 
your boss" well, therefore, is critical in this 
respect.  In Donofrio's case, he has "picked 
his bosses" well.  His first "hook" seemed 
to lead right to Chairman Akers's office.  In 
the late 1980s, prior to his RS/6000 
assignment, Donofrio was the secretary of 
the Management Committee, a job usually 
reserved for "developing executives," 
according to an IBM insider. 

In his early public appearances, Donofrio 
seemed to like "to do things," not just give 
speeches.  At the May 1991 IBM Executive 
Briefing in Orlando, for example, he took 
his jacket off on stage, apparently to show 
off his suspenders on his slight frame (see 
CMS BULLETIN 91-26, 5/10/91).  At the 
July 1991 IBM press conference in New 
York, he noisily threw the bulky "bus and 
tag" cables to the floor as he attempted to 
demonstrate the flexibility and light weight 
of IBM's new fiber optics cables which 
were unveiled as a part of the ESCON 
announcement - 10 months earlier!   

"One-on- one," however, Donofrio is a 
quite a relaxed, engaging and interesting 
person to talk to.  He is also a straight 

shooter.  His answers are frank and well 
thought-out. 

In an August 1991 conversation, for 
example, he hinted that IBM software price 
hikes may start to moderate in some areas.  
"There is no point in having a profitable 
software business if it inhibits hardware 
sales," he said alluding to the entry ES/9000 
machines.  Even though this was a one-on-
one meeting, we could just "hear the 
applause" of IBM's mainframe customers in 
response to this statement. 

Over time, however, Donofrio has 
learned to show his real personality and a 
good sense of humor in public appearances, 
too.  Here's an excerpt from a panel 
discussion which took place in 
Alburquerque, NM, in March 1992 
(ANNEX BULLETIN 92-26, 5/04/92): 

"At one point during the first full day of 
the 1992 Executive Briefing in 
Albuquerque, an excellent opportunity for 
just such a discussion presented itself.  
IBM had assembled on stage possibly its 
most potent panel ever to address a public 
conference.  Nine of its line of business 
(LOB) heads were there (seated from left to 
right): Jim Cannavino (PS, RS/6000), John 
Thompson (AS/400), Nick Donofrio 
(ES/9000), Ray AbuZayyad (AdStar - 
storage products), Bob LaBant (U.S. 
Sls/Mktng); Ellen Hancock (Comm.); Earl 
Wheeler (OS Software); Jim Vanderslice 
(Pennant - printer products), Bernard 
Puckett (Application Solutions).  LaBant 
was acting as the panel moderator.   

At first, the panel had tried to answer 
some written questions from the audience 
which had been previously submitted.  
They dealt with the subjects such as UNIX, 
OS/2, ISSC and OfficeVision.  The 
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questions weren't dull, nor were the 
answers.  But, the discussion was taking 
place right after lunch.  Which accounted 
for some heads nodding off in the midst of 
this IBM group monologue.  Things were 
starting to look more like a well rehearsed 
IBM PR exercise than a real panel debate. 

When LaBant called for questions from 
the floor, this writer got up and said that 
earlier in the day, IBM's Thompson had 
talked about a bum rap which the AS/400 
"PR" was getting circa 1989, when people 
thought that the minicomputers were dead.  
And he showed how his LOB succeeded in 
turning things around.  We noted that the 
mainframe was getting the same type of a 
bum "PR" rap in 1991.  "Yet, the 
mainframe continues to pay the bills, so to 
speak, around IBM," we noted.  So, we 
asked the three IBM hardware LOB heads 
(Cannavino, Thompson and Donofrio) 
and/or LaBant to "kind of go at it."   

As the audience started chuckling, 
Donofrio got up and took his jacket off, as 
if getting ready for a fist fight.  The crowd 
roared.  "What was the question?" LaBant 
interjected mockingly, cracking them up 
again.  At this point Cannavino dropped a 
line which brought the roof down: "He 
(Djurdjevic) said 'less filling,' and Nick 
(Donofrio) said 'tastes great.'"  (Cannavino 
was borrowing a well known phrase from a 
beer commercial.  The implication?  The 
question was boosting Donofrio's case).  

After the laughter had subsided, LaBant 
said, "Okay, Jim (Cannavino), do you 
wanna answer...?"  LaBant's voice faded 
intentionally, thus implying he did not 
really want Cannavino to do it.  "Why don't 
you go ahead, Nick?" LaBant suggested.  
"Unless you want John (Thompson) to do 

it?"  Meanwhile, Thompson, who was 
seated between Cannavino and Donofrio, 
had not uttered a word yet, while the other 
executives exchanged fire by use of "one 
liners."  "No, John's gonna answer it 
anyway," Donofrio replied to LaBant's 
mock question.  Then turning to Thompson, 
"Get your hand out of my..." he said, 
reaching for his trousers' pocket on 
Thompson's side.  Everybody cracked 
up...(Little did Donofrio know that a year 
and a half later he'd be working for 
Thompson! ☺). 

It was evident that the audience was 
loving every minute of IBM panel's 
performance.  Many were seeing these IBM 
executives as "real people" for the first 
time.  When they finally got around to 
answering the question in earnest, one 
almost felt sorry that the show had to end; 
that the serious side of the business had to 
take over.  Or so one thought... 

"We're not about to convert the high-end 
(mainframe) to a desktop," said Donofrio.  
He paused, looking at Cannavino.  "At 
least not at present," he added.  "Jim tried 
that, when he had this job," Donofrio 
continued with a jab at Cannavino.  "And 
this is what happens to you..."  He was 
barely able to suppress his own giggles.  
The audience did not have to restrain its 
own laughter.  It seemed as if the IBM 
panelists just did not want to quit teasing 
each other. 

"Our goal is to get them all connected," 
Donofrio continued, "and have them all 
live off the infrastructure that we'd like to 
put in place -- called the high-end." 

Today we are calling such machines - 
"servers."   
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W-Berger

Irving Wladawsky-Berger

 
Irving Wladawsky-Berger has been the 

head of IBM's PowerParallel Systems (read 
"supercomputers") since their inception.  
Prior to that, he had cut his teeth on IT 
issues in the IBM Data Systems Division 
(mainframes), under the tutelage of Carl 
Conti.  In Gerstner's new organizational 
structure, Wladawsky-Berger has been 
promoted to head up the "supercomputer" 
part of IBM as a separate division.   

 

Sanford

Linda Sanford

 
Last, but certainly not least, Linda 

Sanford, has more than one reason to 
celebrate her promotion to the top of the 
newly-formed IBM S/390 Division.   

First, because she replaces Ellen 
Hancock as the highest-ranked woman on 
the IBM executive ladder.  Second, the new 
job gives her a chance to forgo her old title 
- "LSCD Director of MHVPL."   

Director of what?  Will you repeat that in 
English, please?  Those would have been 
the most likely responses which this fast-
rising IBM executive star would have 
received from first-time acquaintances.  
Now, she can just say, "I run the IBM 
division which has more than once been 
declared as dead and buried, yet it still 
continues to produce the bulk of the 
profits."   

This hard-working, fast-driving Eastern 
Long Island native of Polish descent, and a 
mother of two teenage kids, has certainly 
earned her Big Blue executive stripes 
during the last three years.  That's when 
she, along with her boss, Donofrio, kept 
taking the beating from just about anybody 
who could speak English in the IT industry.  
Which means most people.  And even some 
who could not.   

Undaunted, they both kept their heads 
low, and focused on the execution of their 
CMOS-based "mainframe revival" strategy.  
By the second half of 1994, the results 
finally started to show up.  It was a long 
wait for the two of them.  And for 
thousands of others in the IBM S/390 
Division, whose destinies have gone from 
feast to famine in less than three years.  
Things are still far from being a "feast," in 
the context of the "good old days."  But at 
least the Poughkeepsie people can now 
have some of their lost pride back. 

The promotions of people like Donofrio 
and Sanford will send another important 
message to the IBM employees 
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everywhere.  "If you work smart, and if 
you work hard, and if you produce results, 
good things will happen to you in 
Gerstner's IBM."  That was not always the 
case in the "old IBM," where failing 

executives were regularly "kicked upstairs," 
instead of out of the company. 

================== 

Summary 
 

From the above, it should be quite evident that a brand new IBM is taking shape 
under the leadership of Lou Gerstner.  But "the job is still only half done," according 
to one of the IBM inner circle executives.  "We are maybe about six months ahead of 
schedule.  But there are still some knee caps that need to be broken."   

 
What this executive was talking about so graphically and figuratively are the IBM 

people who are still thinking and operating in the "old IBM" way - each man (or 
woman) for himself.  One would think that, by now, Gerstner has provided enough 
examples of why such attitudes don't pay (both literally and figuratively).  
Nevertheless, there are evidently still some "old IBM" die-hards who don't get it.  If 
they still feel and act the same way by the end of the year, chances are excellent that 
the next round of IBM expense cuts will come from the executive payrolls. 
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